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Click here to see a 360° animation on our
website ...

A pirate ship for the smallest of pirates

Specifications
Specifications

Sally is a real pirate ship for the youngest children. Sally has been
designed with and for the youngest children aged from about 1-4
years of age. Despite Sally’s compact size, the ship is filled with play
activities: an anchor that can be raised, a movable compass, a ship’s
wheel, rubber slats and so on.

Order number
Order number
LP080G: In-ground mounting
LP080G: In-ground mounting
LP080C: Surface mounting
LP080C: Surface mounting
LP080CG: Not fixed
LP080CG: Not fixed
Product dimensions (LxWxH)
Product dimensions (LxWxH)
189 x 80 x 91 cm
189 x 80 x 91 cm

A little ship with a lot of advantages

Area requirement incl. safety distances
Area requirement incl. safety distances
(LxW)
(LxW)
489 x 380 cm
489 x 380 cm

The big advantage of the pirate ship Sally is, among other things, that
it can be delivered 98% assembled on a single pallet. All that needs to
be done is for the ground anchor to be mounted, if necessary. The
ship can stand without being secured, which allows it to be moved
around or taken inside for the winter. The materials which are used to
make Sally are 100% reusable, so that when Sally retires, she can
become part of a new playground.

Maximum fall height
Maximum fall height
20 cm
20 cm
Age recommendation
Age recommendation
From 2 years
From 2 years
Approximate installation time
Approximate installation time
2 persons 1 hour
2 persons 1 hour

Why buy LEDON Pirates?

Also for indoor use
Also for indoor use

Developed in collaboration with children.
Can be infinitely expanded with ships, treasure islands and
suspension bridges.

Why choose
LEDON:
Why choose
LEDON:

Ships in many different price ranges.
Ships can be combined with play systems from LEDON’s other
theme worlds.
Unique playground in modular set-up.

Danish design and production
Playground equipment developed in
cooperation with children
Low maintenance playgrounds
Made with sustainable materials

Click here to see more about the product on our website:
https://www.ledonplay.com/product/lp080/

Phone:+45 7482 6565
info@ledonplay.com, www.ledonplay.com

EN1176 certified by TÜV

Production / Administration:
Vestergade 25, DK-6510 Gram

Sales / Marketing / Product Development:
Nordkajen 21, DK-6000 Kolding
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